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Overview 
•  Types of sweeps 
•  Impact on coalescent 
• Hard vs. soft sweeps 
•  Population genetics of a sweep 
•  Standing sweeps and recurrent

 mutations 
•  Impact from recurrent sweeps 
• Codon usage bias 
•  The Hill-Robertson effect 
• All the details in WL Chapter 8 



Hitchhiking 
•  When an allele is linked to a site under 

selection, its dynamics are considerably 
altered relative to drift 

•  A neutral mutation can hitchhike up to high 
frequencies when linked to a favorable 
mutation 

•  A sweep refers to the consequences of a 
recently-fixed site.  

•  A partial sweep occurs when a neutral allele 
has its frequency increased by a favorable 
allele increasing in the population 

•  A polygenic sweep is when an adaption 
occurs via small allele-frequency changes at a 
number of loci (little signal) 



Sweeps and the coalescent 
•  A site linked to a recent sweep has a more 

recent TMRCA (Time to Most Recent 
Common Ancestor = coalescent time) 
relative to an unlinked neutral site 

•  Shorter TMRCA = less variation 
–  Indeed, the term sweep refers to the 

“sweeping” away of linked neutral 
variation around a recently fixed site 

•  Under long-term balancing selection, longer 
time to MRCA relative to neutral sites = more 
variation 



Site under  
Directional 
selection 

Site under  
Long-term 
Balancing selection 

Balancing selection = alleles favored when rare (overdominance, 
frequency-dependent selection) 
Long term = greater than 4Ne generations 



Example:  Fast/slow allele of ADH in Drosophila 
shows signature of long-term balancing selection 



Domestication:  Maize vs. teosinte 

tb1 is a key 
gene in this 

domestication 



Hopscotch retrotransposon
 insertion (64 kb upstream)

Example:  tb1 locus in maize has reduced variation in 
its 5’ region relative to its ancestor -- signal of a 
sweep, and likely a domestication gene 



Selection changes the shape of the 
coalescent 

•  A sweep not only changes the total size of a 
coalescent (by changing the TMRCA), it also changes 
its shape 

•  Under drift, nodal lengths increase as one goes back 
in time (t2 > t3, etc) 

•  Under a sweep, nodes are compressed as we move 
back in time 
–  Star genealogy -- all nodes essentially equal 

•  The structure under a partial sweep and long-term 
balancing selection also different from drift 

•  Changes in shape change the pattern of distribution 
of variation (more rare alleles, etc) 





Hard vs. soft sweeps 
•  A hard sweep is when a single new mutation 

arises and is immediately favored by 
selection --- drags along a single haplotype 

•  A soft-sweep is when either 
–  A single mutation appears and then drifts around 

before it is favored (single-origin soft sweep) 
–  Multiple mutations arise that (eventually) become 

advantageous (multiple-origins soft sweep) 
–  Less signal with a hard sweep 





Population genetics of 
sweeps 

•  Race between selection fixing a site and 
recombination removing initial associations 

•  Let fs = fraction of initial association 
remaining after a sweep 



Neutral allele frequency 
change 

•  Let neutral allele A be the allele linked 
to a favorable new mutation 

•  If q is the initial frequency of A 
– Total frequency change Δq = (1-q)fs 

– Final allele frequency following sweep         
qh = q + Δq = fs + q(1-fs) 



Reduction in heterozygosity 
•  Rough rule (Kaplan & Hudson)  

–  Sites within ~ 0.01s/c of a selected sites show 
significant reduction in H 

–  Hence, if L is the length of reduction, then s ~ cL/
0.02 

–  Suppose a sweep covers 50kb (0.05MB) and c ~ 2 
Cm/Mb, then s ~ 0.05*0.02/0.02 = 0.05 

•  More accurate value (additive favorable 
gene): 
–  Hh/H0 ~ 1-(4NEs)-2c/s 



For s = 0.01, Ne = 106, 1cM/Mb, 

Hh/H0 

Exact expressions given in Chapter 8 

Favorable recessive leave a very short signature of 
reduced heterozygosity 





The site-frequency spectrum 

•  Under the infinite-sites model, one can 
consider the number of sites with exactly k 
copies of the derived (mutated) allele 

•  Under mutation-drift equilibrium, given by 
the Watterson distribution, where ni = 
number of sites with exactly i copies of the 
derived allele   
–  E(ni) = θ/i 
–  A sweep shifts this distribution 



Generates (i) An excess of sites with high-frequency of 
derived alleles 
(ii) An excess of sites with rare alleles 



A sweep impacts LD around a 
site 

•  Initially, generates lots of LD across 
sites (partial sweep signature) 

• However, as favorable allele fixed, little 
LD at selected site, but lots on either 
side of the site 



Partial sweep phase, lots of LD 
across site 

At completion of sweep, little 
LD at site, lots on either side 



Summary: Hard-sweep signal 



Adaptation from standing 
variation 

• Critical question:  How often does 
adaptation occur from pre-existing 
(standing) variation? 

• When the environment changes, can 
adaptation start right away or does it 
have to wait for new favorable 
mutation? 

•  Results from artificial selection 
experiments:  lots of variation for just 
about any trait 





How likely is a sweep using standing 
variation? 

• Hermisson & Pennings (2005) assumed 
an allele has fitness 1: 1-2hdsd: 1-2sd in 
the old environment and 1: 1+2hs: 
1+2s in the new.   

•  Probability that an existing allele is 
fixed becomes  



αb = 4Nes 

Prob(sweep 
from standing 
variation) 

= 4Nesd 

If allele is unfavorable in old environment, both a strong 
favorable effect in new (αb >> 1) and a high mutation 
rate are required 



αb = 4Nes 

Prob(sweep 
from standing 
variation) 

If allele is neutral in old environment, a sweep from 
Standing variation likely is mutation rate is modest 





Recurrent mutation 
•  Another possibility is that the new favorable 

mutation can arise several times during 
selection. 

•  If so, this means that selection fixes a set 
consisting of multiple haplotypes, leaving a 
very weak signal 

•  This is called a multiple-origins soft sweep 
•  How likely?  Key is θb = scaled beneficial 

mutation rate   
o   θb < 0.01 very rare,  
o  0.01 < θb < 1  intermediate,  
o  θb > 1 almost certain  





Signatures from a soft-sweep 

•  Very little reduction in H is quite 
possible under a soft sweep, so H is not 
a good signal 

• Good LD signal:  under a soft-sweep, 
LD extends through the site of selection 



Polygenic sweeps 
•  What if most adaptation occurs via genes of small 

effect?  For a gene with s = 0.001, a sweep 
influences roughly 2000 bases for c = 1 cM / Mb 
–  This is the best case (hard sweep) 

•  More generally, sweep could occur from relatively 
small allele frequency changes over a large number 
of loci -- no classic signature 

•  However, might find correlation in allele frequencies 
when different populations sampled over similar 
environments 
–  Coop found this for some human genes 



Genome-wide impact of 
recurrent selection 

•  Recurrent sweeps (RS) vs. background 
selection (BGS) 

•  Charlesworth: Background selection is the 
removal of deleterious mutations, which will 
reduce Ne at linked sites. 

•  Very hard to distinguish BGS from RS 
•  Common feature is that polymorphism is 

reduced in regions of low recombination 
–  Both RS and BGS can explain this 



Recurrent sweeps 



A few large, or many small, sweeps 

•  The reduction in diversity is a function of λγ, 
the product of the rate and strength of a 
sweep.  The same reduction could be caused 
by a few large sweeps or many small sweeps. 

•  Chapters 8 and 10 discusses some methods 
to try to estimate these separately 
–  One approach to estimate γ is the regression of 

nucleotide diversity (heterozygosity) on amino 
acid divergence (details on pp 247-248).  Slope 
estimates γ. 





Sweeps: 
Many weak vs. few strong 

• Another approach is the spatial pattern 
of variation, which should be different 
under a few strong vs. many weak 

• Chapter 8 details approaches using this 
idea 





Sweeps, background selection & 
substitution rates 

• A decrease in the effective population 
size should lead to 
– A decrease in the amount of polymorphism 
– An increase in the substitution rate (as more 

mutations become effectively neutral) 
– Further, since both RS and BGS should have a 

bigger impact in regions with lower 
recombination, what patterns are seen in the 
genome? 



Substitution rates and 
recombination fraction 

•  Drosophila: 
–  D. melanogaster vs. D. yakuba show an increase 

in the synonymous substitution rate on 
chromosomes with no recombination 

–  Comparison of “dot” chromsome (no 
recombination) with autosomes: higher 
replacement substitution rates 

•  Human/chimp 
–  No obvious effect of recombination on 

substitution rates 



Correlation of divergence rate and 
polymorphism 

•  Sites with higher divergence rates for replacement 
sites may experience more sweeps, and hence have 
lower Ne and polymorphism 

•  Such a negative correlation between replacement 
divergence rate and level of synonymous site 
polymorphism seen in several species of Drosophila, 
European aspen, and humans 

•  Under BGS, sites with low divergence should also 
have lower levels of polymorphism (stronger 
constraints = lower divergence = more BGS) 
–  Such a pattern seen in humans 
–  However, could also arise from a simple reduction in 

mutation rate 





Codon usage bias 
•  Nonrandom use of synonymous codons is common in 

many species, and thought to result from selection more 
efficient/rapid translation by picking those codons 
corresponding to the most common tRNAs for that protein 
–  Optimal (preferred or P) codons:  should be (weakly) selected for 
–  U = unpreferred codons should be weakly selected against 

•  Since s is expected to be small, modest changes in Ne may 
have a big signal, transforming a site under selection to a 
site that is effectively neutral 

•  By using an outgroup,  Akaski compaired P -> U 
(mutations from preferred to unpreferred codons) with U -
> P mutations in Drosophila 
–  Excess of U -> P replacements in D. pseudoobscura 
–  Excess of P -> U replacements in D. melanogaster (much smaller 

Ne) 
–  P -> U mutations segregating at lower frequencies 





Strength of selection on P codons 

4Nes ~ 1 for Drosophila, suggesting bias might change over 
different genomic regions, as Ne changes 



Drosophila codon bias varies 
over the genome 

•  Less extreme in 
–  Regions of low recombination 

•  More BGS, RS and hence lower Ne 
–  In genes that are rapidly diverging 

•  More RS and hence lower Ne 
–  For long genes and in the middle of long exons 

•  Much more interesting 

•  Key is that these differences are subtle and only 
apparent when a large number of sites are used (a 
genome-wide analysis) 

•  All consistent with selection at linked sites (RS or 
BGS) being important in shaping the genome 



Fine-scale differences in bias 

•  What’s behind very short-range effects (long 
vs. short genes, middle of long exons) 

•  Hill-Robertson effect: 
–  Reduction in Ne due to selection at linked sites 

•  Small-scale HR effects 
–  If multiple selected alleles are segregating, these 

can interfere with the effectiveness of selection, 
further weakening selection 

–  Long exons:  more regions that could be 
segregating sites under selection 



Bill (W. G.) Hill Alan Robertson 


